
NEWSROUND JUNE 2020        

 

Welcome to another Newsround in the period of Social Isolation due to 
Coronavirus. Once again there are 2 different versions as information that 
applies to Yoakley House is different to that for the almshouses. 
 
Please remember Pat (cottage 6) and Pam (cottage 21) and their family in 
your prayers as their mother Irene who was resident in Yoakley House 
passed away peacefully recently. We were also saddened to learn of the 
recent passing of Sheila Wile who until August 2019 was a member of 
care staff here at Yoakley, and Linda Lane who for many years brought 
her PAT dogs to visit us and more recently visited when her husband 
played the piano. Both had cancer. 
 
LOCKDOWN:  We are so pleased that most people have remained 
relatively well during our isolation. The government has ordered that the 
most vulnerable should continue to isolate until 30th June so we will not 
be even considering allowing visitors into Yoakley House until July. We 
hope that Mandy and Donna will also be able to come back to work in July! 
 
The summer events where we invite people in (like the summer fair and 
garden party) will not be taking place. Please do enjoy the wonderful 
gardens but if you stop to chat to anyone please keep your distance so 
that you cannot give each other anything infectious. 
 
STAFF: Scott was unable to join us for personal reasons so we have now 
welcomed Sophie to the kitchen team. Kim will also be joining the team in 
July so that DiDi will be able to finally take her well earned retirement. 
 
ENTERTAINMENTS: Where possible and the weather is good 
entertainers will perform outside on Thursday afternoons. You are 
welcome to come and watch if you keep your distance. 
 
STRAWBERRIES WITH ELVIS: Elvis (otherwise known as Chris Field) 
will be singing to us in the garden on Thursday 11th June at 3pm (weather 
permitting). As we are missing out on our summer events we plan to 
celebrate with strawberries and cream. Pray for good weather so we can 
all sit outside. Social Distancing will still apply.  
 
VISITORS: Now that lockdown is easing, if your relatives are allowed to 
travel, they may come and chat to you in the gardens but only 2 at a time 
please so that it does not get too busy. Social Distancing still applies. 
 
 



 
A PERSONAL LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE TRUSTEES 

Dear Residents, 

At the end of February I was preparing to take my wife for a romantic trip 

to Rome. Well actually, I had tickets for the scheduled England v Italy 

rugby match and I was sure that Brenda would appreciate being whisked 

off to the eternal city to enjoy watching those ultra fit sportsmen followed 

by a few beers and a plate of spaghetti. But it was not to be. Italy was 

caught in the midst of the Coronavirus epidemic and the nearest we got to 

Italian cuisine was a pasta ready meal from Marks and Spencer. A few 

weeks later and the UK was in lockdown and the only way for Brenda and 

I to get anything from Marks and Spencer was to ask our son-in-law to join 

the queue with his rubber gloves on whilst we stayed at home with the 

doors shut. It has been a hard few weeks that now extend to months, and I 

am sure that you are experiencing the same frustrations, concerns and 

worries that we are. Not being able to mix with friends and relatives is not 

what any of us want to experience, but we do so knowing that it is best for 

own health and safety and for the wellbeing of others. I wanted to say 

thank you to everybody in the almshouses and the care home for being 

sensible and patient. Every evening I do say a prayer for all of you and I 

cannot wait for the time I can get to Margate to see everybody.  

For a number of years now I have been promising to decorate the hall 

stairs and landing. You will be pleased to know (as is Brenda) that a 

courier delivered paint and I tidied up the garage to reveal unused 

paintbrushes and sandpaper. The task is now complete as is the removal 

of all the weeds in the garden. As we both worked on the garden, I could 

not help but think of the lovely environment at Drapers, which must be at 

its best at this time of the year. I miss seeing those gardens and I miss 

meeting all of you in the community that is Michael Yoakley’s Charity. To 

you and all the great staff it is important to give these messages. Each of 

us needs to do all we can to keep safe. You are all very special. You are 

all doing a great job in caring for yourselves and each other.  

Please take care. 

Sincerely, 

Peter Hermitage 

Chairman 


